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Senator   Dianne   Feinstein  
One   Post   Street,   Suite   2450   
San   Francisco,   CA,   94104  

 
To:    Senator   Dianne   Feinstein  
From:    Indivisible   East   Bay  
Date:    October   24,   2017  
Subject:    Resisting   the   Trump   Agenda  
 
Immigration:    We   found   Sen.   Feinstein’s   remarks   at   her   event   in   Riverside   troublingly   supportive   of   a   deal   on   border  
security,   against   the   wishes   of   the   DREAMers   themselves   who   don’t   want   their   safety   traded   for   policies   that   harm  
other   immigrants.   She   said,   “we   can   use   more   border   patrol,”   which   might   be   a   reasonable   argument   to   make   if   the  
immigration   enforcement   we   currently   have   was   doing   a   decent   job   protecting   the   rights   and   humanity   of   the   people  
it   interacts   with.   We   ask   Sen.   Feinstein   to   push   for   a   clean   DREAM   Act   and   to   promise   to   vote   against   any   spending  
bill   that   doesn’t   include   one  
Questions:  
-Could   something   be   added   to   the   bill   to   keep   DREAMers   from   having   their   status   unjustifiably   revoked?  
 
Reproductive   Rights:    We   thank   Sen.   Feinstein   for   her   statement   about   17-year-old   Jane   Doe ,    an   undocumented  
immigrant   in   custody   who   has   requested   an   abortion.   As   described   in   the   NY   Times,   the   Department   of   Health   and  
Human   Services   under   Trump   has   been   staffed   with   anti-choice   extremists.   It   appears   that   they   have   discouraged  
and   blocked   girls   in   custody   who   have   requested   abortions.   
Questions:  
-What   will   Sen   Feinstein   do   to   ensure   that   DHHS   complies   with   the   constitutional   right   to   abortion?  
-Does   the   Subcommittee   on   Border   Security   and   Immigration   have   an   oversight   hearing   coming   up   with   the   Office   of  
Refugee   Resettlement?  
 
Puerto   Rico:    More   than   a   month   after   Hurricane   Maria   made   landfall   and   more   than   halfway   through   the   60   day  
deadline   for   FEMA   disaster   assistance,   less   than   20%   of   the   island   is   back   on   the   power   grid.   While   Florida   and  
Texas   are   pushing   for   $27   billion   and   $19   billion   respectively   for   rebuilding   grants,   Puerto   Rico’s   requests   for  
rebuilding   grants   have   been   met   with   indifference   and   the   relative   pittance   of   $4.9   billion   in   loans   that   won’t   even  
begin   to   address   the   significant   rebuilding   costs   for   the   island.   
Questions:  
-When   will   the   Governor   of   Puerto   Rico’s   funding   requests   be   addressed   by   Congress?   
-Will   the   senator   push   to   increase   the   federal   share   of   Puerto   Rico’s   Medicaid   funding   to   at   least   match   funding   for  
states?  
 
North   Bay   Wildfires:    We   particularly   want   Sen.   Feinstein   to   advocate   for   disaster   relief   for   Puerto   Rico   because  
they   don’t   have   their   own   senator   to   speak   on   their   behalf.   But   of   course   she   also   has   a   particular   responsibility   to  
advocate   for   disaster   relief   for   the   wildfires   here   in   California.   We   hear   from   our   neighbors   in   the   North   Bay   that   some  
of   their   main   concerns   for   recovery   are   housing,   health   care,   environmental   impact,   dealing   with   the   IRS,   and  
access   to   current   information   on   recovery   efforts   underway   and   options   available.  
Questions:  
-What   are   Sen.   Feinstein’s   priorities   in   supporting   recovery   from   the   wildfires?  
-What   is   she   doing   to   make   sure   the   federal   government   does   its   part?  
-Does   she   agree   that   the   fact   that   people   on   top   of   having   lost   their   homes   and   gone   through   a   traumatic   event   are  
worried   about   how   they   are   going   to   pay   for   their   health   care   as   a   wake   up   call   that   we   need   to   do   more?  
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-How   might   she   be   able   to   creatively   use   her   influence   and   resources   to   help   address   local   issues   like   housing   for  
those   displaced   and   the   environmental   impact   of   the   clean-up?  
 
Tax   “Reform:”    Preliminary   studies   and   estimates   indicate   that   the   Republican   tax   reform   proposal   will   not  
encourage   economic   growth   but   it   will   bankrupt   the   Treasury   in   the   next   decade.   This   supposed   tax   reform   is   also  
extremely   regressive,   allowing   for   the   largest   tax   cuts   to   the   wealthiest   people   in   our   country.   
Questions:  
-What   will   Sen   Feinstein   do   to   stop   this   irresponsible   tax   bill?  
-What   will   Sen   Feinstein   do   to   ensure   a   fair   and   progressive   tax   structure?   
-What   will   Sen   Feinstein   do   to   keep   the   state   and   local   tax   deduction,   which   is   important   to   Californians   because   of  
our   high   housing   costs?  
 
Sexual   Assault   and   Harassment:    With   all   the   headlines   over   the   past   year   or   so   about   powerful   men   who   get   away  
with   sexual   assault   and   harassment   for   years,   it’s   past   time   for   Congress   to   take   action   toward   solving   this   problem.  
We   want   Sen.   Feinstein   to   demand   a   Judiciary   Committee   hearing   into   how   and   why   our   criminal   justice   system   is  
allowing   these   perpetrators   of   sexual   violence   to   not   only   go   unpunished,   but   also   repeat   their   offences   dozens   of  
times   over   decades.   We   want   Congress   to   hear   from   victims   and   experts   about   the   flaws   in   our   laws   and   practices  
that   allow   this   to   occur.   How   can   we   give   victims   better   incentives   to   take   the   people   who   assault   them   to   court,  
rather   than   settle   privately?   How   can   we   strengthen   the   laws   around   consent?  
 
We   appreciate   Sen.   Feinstein’s   Tweet:   ”We   will   never   end   the   harassment   and   abuse   of   women,   especially   in   the  
workplace,   unless   we   speak   out   and   stand   together   #metoo”   But   if   we   are   going   to   ask   the   victims   of   sexual   assault  
and   harassment   to   “speak   out   and   stand   together”   our   laws   need   to   be   ready   to   bring   them   justice.  
Questions:  
-Will   Sen.   Feinstein   push   for   a   Judiciary   Committee   hearing   into   serial   sexual   assault?  
-Does   she   already   have   a   theory   for   what   has   been   allowing   this   to   happen   and   how   to   fix   it?  
-Has   she   written   any   legislation?  
-What   is   her   position   on   affirmative   consent?  
 
Health   Care:    At   her   event   in   Riverside,   Sen.   Feinstein   spoke   of   a   plan   to   create   larger   marketplaces,   regional   or  
even   national   in   order   to   address   the   issue   of   areas   with   too   few   insurers.   The   bipartisan   plan   to   stabilize   the   ACA   is  
very   minimal,   and   we   are   concerned   about   allowing   more   junky   plans   into   the   marketplace   and   making   it   easier   for  
states   to   obtain   waivers.   Sen.   Feinstein’s   bill   to   expand   subsidies   is   fine   as   far   as   it   goes.   But   none   of   these   “fixes”   to  
the   marketplace   address   the   problem   of   a   system   under   which   the   American   people   have   to   call   up   their  
representatives   every   few   weeks   and   beg   them   not   to   take   away   their   health   care.   The   ACA   was   a   big   step   forward  
that   gave   coverage   to   millions.   But   it’s   biggest   success   was   the   Medicaid   expansion.   The   past   months   have   made   it  
clear   that   the   ACA   marketplaces   are   far   too   vulnerable   to   many   different   types   of   sabotage.   We   need   a   system   that  
can   hold   up   to   uncertainty   and   to   a   president   who   would   prefer   it   to   fail,   a   system   that   so   many   of   us   rely   on   (not   just  
vulnerable   populations   and   the   self-employed)   that   it   would   be   unthinkable   for   half   of   Congress   to   vote   to   take   it  
away.   
Questions:  
-Does   Sen.   Feinstein   have   a   plan   involving   a   regional   or   national   ACA   marketplace?   What   improvements   would   such  
a   plan   offer   over   the   current   system?  
-What   is   Sen.   Feinstein’s   plan   to   make   sure   our   people   are   safe   even   when   Republicans   have   unified   control,   and  
even   when   the   president   is   willing   to   sabotage   his   country’s   healthcare   system   in   order   to   “win”?  
 
CHIP:    And   Congressional   Republicans’   efforts   to   repeal   the   ACA   have   put   even   our   sturdier   health   care   programs   in  
danger.   They   used   the   repeal   bill   as   a   vehicle   to   attempt   to   make   cuts   to   Medicaid   and   are   threatening   to   use   huge  
cuts   to   Medicaid   and   Medicare   to   pay   for   tax   “reform.”   And   they   are   even   holding   poor   children’s   health   insurance  



 
 
 

hostage   in   order   to   demand   cuts   to   ACA   funding.   We   don’t   think   they   are   being   shamed   nearly   enough   for   those  
actions.  
Questions:  
-What   is   Sen.   Feinstein   doing   to   ensure   that   Congress   reauthorizes   CHIP   before   Nevada   freezes   enrollment   on  
November   1?  
-What   is   she   doing   to   shame   her   Republican   colleagues   for   their   lack   of   concern?  
 
Justice   Department   Oversight:    We   appreciated   the   tough   questions   the   senator   asked   A.G.   Sessions   at   his  
oversight   hearing.   We   also   appreciate   the   letter   she   and   other   Democrats   sent   insisting   that   he   not   use   a   vague  
claim   of   potential   executive   privilege   to   avoid   their   questions.   Obviously   there   are   a   lot   of   questions   that   remain  
unanswered.   We   want   her   to   work   to   bring   him   back   before   the   committee   as   soon   as   possible   and   to   convince   her  
Republican   colleagues   to   require   him   to   answer   questions.  
Questions:  
-When   will   the   next   hearing   be?  
-Did   she   get   any   useful   written   answers   to   her   written   questions?  
-How   about   a   hearing   with   FBI   Director   Wray   to   check   in   on   how   “independant”   he’s   truly   being?  
 
Russia   Investigation:    The    New   York   Times    says   both   Senate   investigations   are   struggling.   Does   Sen.   Feinstein  
agree?  
( https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/22/us/politics/russia-investigation-congress-intelligence-committees-gowdy.html )   
 
Defense   Appropriations   and   Constitutional   Role   of   Congress:    By   refusing   to   debate   the   applicability   of   2001  
AUMF   for   our   modern   un-declared   wars   and   simultaneously   funding   runaway   wasteful   war   spending    Congress  
created   the   permission   structure   for   Trump’s   insensitive   offer   of   cash   from   his   own   account   (that   he   never   sent)   to   the  
fallen   servicemen’s   family   and   boorish   attempt   to   minimize   his   own   responsibility   for   the   death   of   Sgt.   La   David  
Johnson   by   telling   the   man's   wife   that   he   "knew   what   he   signed   up   for".   
 
Questions:   
-Will   the   Senator   commit   to   a   repeal   of   the   2001   Authorization   for   Use   of   Military   Force?   (Either   via   standalone  
legislation   or   via   amendment   to   the   Defense   Appropriations   Bill)  
-Will   the   Senator   require   a   full   report   from   the   Joint   Chiefs   on   activity   in   Syria   since   the   missile   strike   back   on   April   7?  
(the   Continuing   Resolution   that   funded   the   government   required   that   the   DoD   report   back   to   congress   within   90   days,  
it’s   been   past   90   days)   
-If   there   is   no   strategy   for   ongoing   strikes   in   Syria,   will   the   Senator   commit   to   using   Congress’   power   of   the   purse   to  
defund   unauthorized   activities   in   Syria?   (specifically   her   position   on   Senate   Defense   Appropriations   Subcommittee   to  
push   for   rescission   of   spending   authorization   for   operations   in   Syria)  
 
Iran:    On   October   13,   POTUS   de-certified   the   JCPOA   (Iran   Deal),   punting   the   decision   to   impose   snapback   sanctions  
to   Congress.   His   decision   to   unilaterally   de-certify   despite   evidence   from   his   own   military   commanders   that   Iran   was  
in   compliance   immediately   isolated   America   from   co-signatories   to   the   deal.   
 
On   the   day   that   he   decertified   Iran,   in   a   speech   at   the   Values   Voters   Summit,   Trump   said   that   he   was   going   to  
instruct   intelligence   agencies   to   go   back   and   do   thorough   analysis   of   Iran   behavior/compliance   and   report   back.   A  
few   days   later   CIA   Director   Pompeo   signalled   said   that   going   forward   the   agency   was   “going   to   execute   our   strategy  
with   incredible   vigor.   We're   going   to   become   a   much   more   vicious   agency”   in   a   speech   at   the   ironic   venue   choice   of  
the   Foundation   for   Defense   of   Democracies.   At   this   same   venue   he   also   disputed   the   intelligence   community’s  
assessment   regarding   the   extent   of   Russian   influence   in   the   2016   election.  
 
Ahead   of   her   vote   to   confirm   Pompeo   as   CIA   Director   back   in   January,   Sen.   Feinstein   said   that   “Congressman  
Pompeo   has   committed   to   following   the   law   regarding   torture,   promised   to   provide   objective   analysis   of   Iran’s  
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compliance   with   the   nuclear   agreement.”   
Questions:    
-Will   the   senator   commit   to   working   to   prevent   the   re-imposition   sanctions   on   Iran?   
-How   does   the   senator   see   the   oversight   role   of   Senate   Select   Committee   on   Intelligence   changing   with   a   CIA  
director   who   signaled   the   approval   for   torture?   
-How   does   the   senator   see   the   oversight   role   of   Senate   Select   Committee   on   Intelligence   changing   with   a   CIA  
director   who   seems   ready   to   distort   intelligence   findings   to   suit   the   pronouncements   of   his   boss?   
-How   does   the   senator   see   the   oversight   role   of   Senate   Select   Committee   on   Intelligence   changing   with   a   CIA  
director   whose   boss   seems   to   have   given   the   order   for   the   agency   to   go   and   construct   intelligence   analysis   to   suit   his  
preferred   outcome:   a   pretext   for   de-certifying   Iran?  
-How   will   the   senator   address   the   lack   of   whistleblower   protection   for   intelligence   community   officers   and   contractors  
who   might   come   forward   with   information   about   torture   or   intelligence   manipulation?  
-Will   the   senator   commit   to   voting   NO   on   Christopher   Sharpley   for   CIA   Inspector   General?  
-When   is   the   next   open   oversight   hearing   for   the   Director   Pompeo?  
-We   ask   that   the   senator   support   the   Wyden-Paul   USA-Rights-Act   for   reauthorizing   the   Foreign   Intelligence  
Surveillance   Act.  
 
Defense   Appropriations:  
The   NDAA   even   exceeded   the   obscene   increases   in   POTUS’   FY   2018   budget   request   -   the   lack   of   interest   in   using  
its   constitutional   mandate   and   the   lack   of   oversight   into   the   details   of   overseas   missions   has   led   to   a   proliferation   of  
missions   without   timetables   or   accountability.   Even   the   Pentagon’s   own   analysis   shows   waste   that   runs   over   $125  
billion   and   a   20%   excess   capacity   in   military   bases.   
Question:    Will   Sen.   Feinstein   commit   to   limiting   defense   appropriations   to   only   those   missions   that   that   Congress  
has   authorized   in   an   effort   to   reduce   waste   and   abuse?  
 
Cluster   Munitions:    All   types   of   cluster   munitions   are   internationally   banned   by   the   United   Nations’   Convention   on  
Cluster   Munitions   given   the   disproportionate   collateral   and   lethal   harm   it   causes   to   non-combatant   civilians  
(Convention   on   Cluster   Munitions,   2008,   Preamble).   
Question:    Will   Sen.   Feinstein   commit   to   ensuring   that   cluster   munitions   will   continue   to   be   phased   out   of   use   via  
defense   appropriations?  
 
Homeland   Security   Oversight   and   Authorization:    Mounting   evidence   show   that   increased   use   of   military   style  
equipment   by   civilian   law   enforcement   leads   to   increases   in   fatalities   for   both   officers   and   for   the   populations   they  
serve.   A.G.   Sessions’   false   statements   about   Executive   Order   13688   and   the   subsequent   executive   order   restoring  
the   free   flow   of   weapons   of   war   onto   the   streets   of   our   communities   will   mean   hundreds   of   preventable   deaths.   
Questions:   
-Will   the   senator   co-sponsor   S.1856,   Stop   Militarizing   Law   Enforcement   Act?   
 
Nomination   Hearings   for   Federal   Judges:    We   thank   Sen.   Feinstein   for   everything   she   has   done   to   preserve   the  
bipartisan   blue   slip   process.   However,   we   are   concerned   about   the   large   number   of   nominees   that   are   being  
processed   almost   mechanically   in   each   hearing.   In   the   hearing   for   Gregory   Katsas   on   10/17/17,   each   Senator   had   5  
minutes   to   question   this   nominee   for   a   lifetime   appointment   to   the   federal   appeals   court.   The   nominee’s   qualifications  
(or   lack   of   them)   are   not   being   shown   to   the   public   or   the   news   media   in   the   hearings.   In   this   sense   the   hearings   are  
not   fulfilling   their   mandate   or   purpose.  
Questions:  
-Will   Sen   Feinstein   consider   limiting   the   number   of   nominees   per   hearing   to   a   more   reasonable   number,   like   1   or   2,  
instead   of   the   speedy   parade   of   5   or   6   nominees   that   we   are   seeing   now?  
-Will   Sen   Feinstein   consider   advocating   for   a   longer   hearing   and   more   questions   for   the   nominees,   especially  
nominees   to   the   federal   appeals   courts?   
 



 
 
 

Town   Halls:    Senator   Feinstein   did   not   keep   her   promise   to   hold   a   town   hall   this   summer.   She   also   failed   to   hold   one  
during   her   September   or   October   state   work   period.   We   respectfully   request   one   in   November.  
Question:    When   will   Sen.   Feinstein   hold   a   town   hall?  


